Gaccione, Giovino, Pigeon

The Student Congress awards for outstanding performance were distributed last Friday at their annual elections. Those who received the votes of their peers in the last Congress meeting were re-elected for their positions. Members, nominated by their classmates, administration, and staff, served three years as students for the Year, Non-Person of the Year, and Congress Person of the Year.

The first of the three awards is the Person of the Year. It is given to someone the Congress feels has done the most for the PC community during this year. The year's winner is Rev. John A. McMahon, O.P., assistant vice president for Student Services. In addition to his official title, he is the chairperson of the Committee on Safety and Security; the chairperson of the Advisory Board; the faculty advisor for the Cowl; the director of Slavin Center; chairperson of the Committee on Alcohol Awareness; the director of Freshmen Orientation; the chaplain of the Knights of Columbus; and a member of the faculty of the Education Department. The accomplishments of Father McMahon are endless, as are the hours he has given to the student body. When asked to comment on the award he said, "I personally consider this award to be the highest honor awarded by PC."

Student Congress honors People of the Year

By Steve Sylvia

Wednesday, February 6th, the Providence College Student Congress held elections for new officers and representatives of the Councils of 1981 and 1982, and 1983. The present junior class elected to Congress are Aimee Carver and Maryellen Gilroy as vice-president and secretary, respectively. Three new members to Congress: Terry Kegans, a business finance major as treasurer, and tying for the third position, are Margaret Morrissey, and Jean Sullivan. The sophomore class' representative, is Liz Flynn, Kate McVicker is treasurer and Judy McMahon, secretary. The Class of '82 re-elected poli-}

Student Congress honors People of the Year

The final award is the Stephen E. Proulx Memorial Award. It is given to the Congress Person of the Year and commemorates Proulx's spirit and enthusiasm while he was a student at PC. He was the president of the Class of 1976, who died of cancer during his senior year. The award signifies excellence of a Student Congress member during each congressional year. This year's recipient is Kerry J. Rafanelli, outgoing president of the Student Congress. Accomplishments of his term include: the enactment of Presidents' Day; a campus voter registration drive; the distribution of funds to the classes; the establishment of an on-campus food and variety store; the donation of $2500 to the Cambodian Relief Fund; and the restoration of the chimps atop Alumni Hall.
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Women should be drafted when and if the ERA is passed.

"If draft legislation is going to be presented, then this is a case for an equitable system," said Congressman Beard. He referred to the past examples of draft enactment (i.e., during the Vietnam War) as grossly inadequate and undemocratic. While businesses, politicians, and college students stayed away, the men who were fighting their wars, according to Congressman Beard, were women.

"Women should be drafted when and if the ERA (Equal Rights Amendment) is passed," explained Congressman Beard. He added, "Carter's plan was underwritten by Mrs. Carter; it was Rosalyn's idea to draft women, not Jimmy's."

"It's not only a question of the draft, but also the question of war which concerns Beard. He told students that no one in his right mind wants war: "We should never go to war unless it affects the sovereignty of the United States." Vietnam is not only a problem here, he suggested, it's a problem of what we shouldn't do, but a lesson to be learned, according to Beard.

"Most of the women are in bed with the oil companies," stated Beard. "They're the ones who are the real culprits. They're concerned with the increasing profits of oil companies instead of developing other sources of energy besides oil."

"There might be 535 congressmen on the floor during a legislative session," commented Beard, "but a lot more than that run the Senate and House."

Emphasizing the fact that Americans must be absolutely sure of who, what, and why they're fighting a war before they even commit themselves to it, Beard said he wouldn't send his own son unless he was certain.

He advocated a type of isolationism and questioned why we are so willing to commit our forces when the rest of the world isn't. He contended that "we shouldn't be so willing. What about the rest of the world? How far do we go? Do we continue being the policemen of the world? Where does the United Nations come in?" he asked.

Beard stressed the fact that the United States is declining as a first rate nation because we don't pay enough attention to our own problems. He outlined a program for the next ten years and in it dealt with three major issues. First, he declared that everyone who seeks an education should be able to get one. Secondly, we must enact nationwide social security to provide money for survival. Thirdly, we must cut down on interest tax and by developing alternative energy sources.

"Everyone comes to me with their problems," said the Congressman. He described his retirement as the state of Rhode Island. "Oh, I am the politician. I am the priest. I am the minister. I am the rabbi. I am the social worker." Father Rubba has previously served as a representative since 1972, and is currently seeking re-election for the 1982-83 term.

The role of the Dominican Laity in the Church who live under the rule of St. Dominic. It covers the history of the organization which was founded in the twelfth century and traces the spiritual development and adaptation of the order over the centuries.

Father Rubba has previously published books on "St. John Macias, Father Vincent Bernerdo, the Patron of Social Justice of Miners and Farmer Workers in Peru," "Saintly Dominicans in the Americas," which contains brief sketches of the heroic Dominicans who labored in the Western Hemisphere, and another on "Sister Ana of the Angles and Father Francis Coll," both of whom spent their lives serving the Church in South America.

Retirement for Father Rubba has simply meant investing his abundant energies into a new area. In addition to his work with the Third Order Chapter in the area, his flower gardens, sick calls, counseling and many charities, he has now substituted creative writing for his teaching in the classroom. Most of the community in the College believes that he is busier than ever now that he is retired. Even makes retirement seem like something to look forward to for all of us, however far away it might be.
Quit smoking clinic

By Beth Salesses

Every Wednesday afternoon in Slavin 217 at 2:30, a Quit Smoking clinic is held. This clinic started Wednesday, February 6, and will run through March 12. All are invited to attend. Susan Saccocia, a representative from the American Cancer Society, instructs the clinic with the help of a Counseling Center representative, Elizabeth Sydney.

Saccocia asserted that “the main idea of the clinic is group support.” The clinic meets in a very informal setting and begins by discussing the progress each member has made in quitting their habit. After one session, one member has made in quitting their habit.

The quit-smoking clinic is certain to help smokers stop their habits. The clinic should be of value. The clinic is proved valuable to the College.

For more information contact the Student Health Center.

Class of ‘81

Commencement Committee

Interviews will be Wednesday, Feb. 27

Sign-up now in the Congress office.

All members of the Student Body are invited to attend the St. Patrick’s Day Semi-Formal

Friday, March 14

at the Warwick Country Club

Bids: $25 per couple

On sale now in Lower Slavin, $15.00 deposit required

presented by the Class of ‘81
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Father Heath: “I can’t answer that. You have to be more specific about the world problem. If you had asked do I think we drink too much as a group, I would say yes.”

Driving is not a "mixer"

Some people think the mere presence of alcohol on the breath is enough to mark you legally drunk and that drivers who are caught are just not lucky. But drunk, in terms of the National Standard, means a BAC of 10%.

BAC (Blood Alcohol Concentration)

means the amount of alcohol in the bloodstream. To reach a BAC of 10%, a 160-lb. man has to drink at least seven, one-ounce drinks of 8 proof whisky in one hour after eating. Of course, you can also get around by drinking a couple of drinks an hour for several hours. It all depends on how much you weigh. The lighter you are, the faster you become intoxicated. And sometimes, it's difficult to know who is most qualified to drive.

According to research tests, the risk of a person becoming involved in an automobile crash begins to increase at .05% BAC. At .10% BAC, a driver is about seven times more likely to crash than if he were sober, and at .15% BAC, a person is 25 times more likely to have an accident. If you've been drinking but "feel fine," know that alcohol can be deceiving. In highway crashes, it's the BAC that counts, not how you walk or talk. Check your driving limits against the chart provided.

Understanding alcohol

How Alcohol Goes to Work

Alcohol can act as a stimulant at low doses, and as a brain depressant at higher doses. The speed with which alcohol brings drunkenness, and drunken behavior, depends upon the rate of its absorption into the bloodstream and (importantly) on the drinking history of the individual, what he wants and expects to happen.

Unlike other foods, alcohol does not have to be digested slowly before reaching the blood stream. It is immediately absorbed into the blood, having passed directly through the wall of the stomach and small intestines. The blood rapidly carries it to the brain. See UNDERSTANDING, Page 8

Committee to ban abuse

With the approval of Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, O.P., president of the College, an alcohol awareness "ad hoc" committee was formed last semester by Rev. John A. McMahon, O.P., assistant vice president for Student Services. The catalyst for the formation of this committee was a request made to Father McMahon by the College's Committee on Discipline.

The purpose or goals of the committee are many, but may be summed up in stating that the committee will attempt, in various ways, to convey to the college community all of the consequences that the responsible decision to imbibe involves. The committee is not anti-alcohol; it is anti-abuse of alcohol.

With the proposed raise of the legal drinking age in Rhode Island, one of the tasks facing the committee will be to offer the College, especially to administrators, various suggestions for coping with that situation.

The committee is open to any ideas concerning this issue. The members of the group welcome suggestions that students, faculty or administration might have to offer.

The members of the committee include: Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, O.P.; Rev. John A. McMahon, O.P.; Faculty: Col. Andrew DelCorso, Residence; Miss Jackie Kieran, Counseling Center; Ona Perz, R.N.; Paul McVicker, Maureen O'Hare and George West.

Drinking myths

Most SKID ROW BUMS ARE ALCOHOLICS. No. See. You just can't count on stereotypes. A recent study found that less than half the derelicts on skid row had drinking problems.

VERY FEW WOMEN BECOME ALCOHOLICS. No. See. You just can't count on stereotypes. A recent study found that less than half the derelicts on skid row had drinking problems.
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Kelly's, Keane's

Kommens
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Valentine's Day with the BOG

By Lorl Evangelos

It was hard times; it was good times; it was the best of times; it was the worst of times in "Those Canaan Days;" it was...well, entertaining.

On opening night, Wednesday, February 13, "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat," the rock opera written by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice, performed by a large cast, a 23-member chorus, and a 12-piece orchestra of Providence College students, received a standing ovation from its audience and a scant review from its critic.

Tony Linn, a Providence Journal rock critic, heralded the cast as "hardworking" and "spirited" but, nonetheless, condemned "Dreamcoat" as a "total waste of the cast's talent and a waste of the audience's time." He mentioned in his review Thursday, Feb. 14; however, the audience didn't think so.

They not only stood and applauded once, but four times: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, Feb. 15-17. Apparently, the Valentines Dance didn't seem too much for those in attendance, although it had drama, nor was it a romantic fantasy land.

One member of the BOG who moved around in '64 Hall because there wasn't enough room in the auditorium, a converted chapel in Harkin's Hall, to seat the people milling at the door so the cast staged a double performance that night.

It was not a dramatic play, although it had drama, nor was it a rock opera, although it had rock "a" roll. The plot did not thicken then neatly unfold, but rather caught you on the sly.

The night was enjoyable for most. Don't worry if you didn't see your Valentine there; there is always the St. Patrick's Day party.

The infamous "Cupid," Colin Gillis as he's known the rest of the year, made an appearance and said that he had fun shooting girls with his arrow.
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Wierd sounds from the Hotel

By Jeff Espinosa

Fennel is not known as a typical dormitory. Just about anyone who lives there has come to accept that fact. There are quirks, and then there are quirkier. No one who lives in Fennel really minds the walk, or the derisive comments the rest of the campus heaps on the dormitory. The residents have come to accept the fire drills, the inconsiderate stressers. Everyone on campus has to live with these facts of dormitory life. There is just one thing that no one in Fennel can get used to. There are weird noises, strange sounds coming from the depths of Fennel hall.

Perhaps you’ve heard them. Some describe it as wierd music; new wave played backwards at 74 rpm. Others say it is the ghost of Fennel basement parties past, present and yet to be. When the topic of ghosts came up, there are those that spoke of the dormitory’s past history, and of the eerie tunnels beneath Fennel. It’s probably just the sound of heat moving through the radiator pipes. Of course it is.

Speculation is speculation, and in the middle of February people’s imaginations can get the best of the situation. I, for one, am sure it’s just the radiator pipes. Perhaps it isn’t. It could be a disconcerting spectre, a beastie stalking out Fennel for its haunt. It might be someone’s idea of a practical joke—some sadist who sneaks downstairs in the dark of the night and plays disco music.

Snow covers campus—FINALLY.

The recipe-of-the-week comes all the way from Spain, via Anne Olson, ‘80. Anne, a language major, spent a semester studying in Spain last year. At Providence College, Anne is involved in the International Club, Student Congress committee, and the M.H. Welsh Society.

What's cookin': Anne's Tortilla Espanola

The recipe of the week is Anne's Tortilla Espanola. The recipe is from the dormitory's past history, and of the eerie tunnels beneath Fennel. It's probably just the sound of heat moving through the radiator pipes. Of course it is.

Speculation is speculation, and in the middle of February people's imaginations can get the best of the situation. I, for one, am sure it's just the radiator pipes. Perhaps it isn't. It could be a disconcerting spectre, a beastie stalking out Fennel for its haunt. It might be someone's idea of a practical joke—some sadist who sneaks downstairs in the dark of the night and plays disco music.
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The recipe of the week is Anne's Tortilla Espanola. The recipe is from the dormitory's past history, and of the eerie tunnels beneath Fennel. It's probably just the sound of heat moving through the radiator pipes. Of course it is.

Speculation is speculation, and in the middle of February people's imaginations can get the best of the situation. I, for one, am sure it's just the radiator pipes. Perhaps it isn't. It could be a disconcerting spectre, a beastie stalking out Fennel for its haunt. It might be someone's idea of a practical joke—some sadist who sneaks downstairs in the dark of the night and plays disco music.

Anne's Tortilla Espanola

4 potatoes
1 onion
6 eggs
1/4 cup cooking oil

Diced onions and potatoes. Fry onions in a large skillet, in 1/4 cup of oil. When almost tender, add diced potatoes, and cook until golden brown. Remove from heat.

In a large bowl, beat the eggs together and add potato/onion mixture. Heat 1/4 cup of oil in the skillet until it's sizzling, and add eggs, potatoes, and onions to pan. Salt and pepper to taste. Cook as you would an omelet, letting mixture brown on one side, then flipping over to the other to cook.

EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT

IF YOU HAVE
The willingness to work hard
A Strong desire to succeed
IF YOU ENJOY
A fast paced environment, exciting and dynamic people...
A CAREER WITH STAR PROVIDES
An Excellent Starting Salary
A Profit Sharing Program
And Many Other Benefits
PLUS MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Great on the job training with Star's management team.

JOIN STAR MARKET
One of the Jewel Companies

Classical guitarist

Classical guitarist Brigitte Hartzell will appear in concert on Thursday, February 21, at 8:00 p.m. in Aquinas Lounge.

Born in Bayonne, France, Ms. Hartzell studied classical guitar in Spain with both I. Uberia and Francisco Tarrega’s Gran Jota Aragonesa. The Hartzell concert is sponsored by the Providence College Music Program, and is open to the public without charge.

Presidents show

The Providence Water Color Club will present an exhibition of the works of past presidents of the Club at the Club Gallery, 6 Thomas Street, from February 24, 1980 through March 14, 1980.

Notable among this group is Sydney Burleigh, famed for the Fleur de Lis house on Thomas Street. From February 24 through April 12—will feature for the first time a five-mile road race, with the winner receiving an expense-paid trip back to the island to run again in the spring of 1981.

College week

HAMILTON, Bermuda—Bermuda road race—March 23 through April 12—will feature for the first time a five-mile road race, with the winner receiving an expense-paid trip back to the island to run again in the spring of 1981. The race will be held March 23 and the first non-Bermuda-resident finisher will win accommodation and a plane ticket to be issued in 1981 from one of 12 designated cities in North America. The race course skirts the south shore beaches and finishes at the Flamingo Beach Club. The entry fee is $3. Entry forms and additional information are available from the event's organizing body, Racers Edge Athletic Club of Bermuda, P.O. Box 1672, Hamilton 5, Bermuda.

The race will be held March 23 and the first non-Bermuda-resident finisher will win accommodation and a plane ticket to be issued in 1981 from one of 12 designated cities in North America. The race course skirts the south shore beaches and finishes at the Flamingo Beach Club. The entry fee is $3. Entry forms and additional information are available from the event's organizing body, Racers Edge Athletic Club of Bermuda, P.O. Box 1672, Hamilton 5, Bermuda.

Flowers Brighten Winter Days

Flowers Brighten Winter Days
Myths and misconceptions of alcohol abuse

Continued from Page 4

second highest incidence occurs among the ages of 20 and 29. 

THE REALLY SERIOUS PROBLEM IN OUR SOCIETY IS DRUG ABUSE. Yes. And our number one drug problem is alcohol use and alcoholism. Over 9,000,000 Americans have drinking problems.

"IT'S ALL RIGHT. Sure. Just like it's only bourbon, or vodka or gin. Because drinking wine is drinking wine, and alcohol is alcohol. Having two or three drinks is... more or less equal to one average "highball"! The effect might be a little bit less noticeable, but you get just as drunk on beer or wine as on "hard" liquor.

GIVE US BLACK COFFEE. THAT'LL SOBER HIM UP. Sure, in about 5 hours. Cold showers don't work either. Only time can get the alcohol out of the system, as liver metabolizes the alcohol. Slowly.

"YA GONNA HAND IT TO JOE. HE CAN'T HOLD HIS LIQUOR." Don't envy Joe. Often the guy who can hold so much is just not developing a "tolerance" for alcohol. And tolerance can be a powerful force.

"I DRIVE BETTER AFTER A FEW DRINKS." In most states, the legal definition of "driving under the influence" is a blood alcohol level of 0.10%. But scientific tests have proved that even professional drivers' abilities diminish sharply at levels as low as 0.03% to 0.05%... just a few drinks. Not only that, but judge- ment is affected too. So people think they're driving better than ever while they're really driving worse.

PEOPLE WHO DRINK TOO MUCH ONLY HURT THEMSELVES. And their families. And their friends, and their employers, and maybe even strangers on the highways. And you.

Questions and answers

Continued from Page 4

alcohol level of 0.10%. The liver can process up to one ounce of alcohol per hour, right away and stores food calories as alcohol. When enough alcohol is ingested to reach a blood alcohol concentration of 0.10%, the liver can process only the food calories, and oxidized.

The rate at which alcohol is absorbed into the bloodstream and its effect on behavior are influenced by several interacting factors.

On the physical side, a person's weight, how fast he drinks, whether he has eaten, his drinking history, and body chemistry, and the kind of beverage (and mixer) used are all influential.

On the psychological side, the drinking situation—the drinker's mood, his attitudes, and his previous experience with alcohol will all contribute to his reactions to drinking.

1. Speed of drinking. The more rapid that any alcoholic beverage is swallowed, the higher will be the peak blood-alcohol level.

2. Body weight. The greater the weight of the body muscle (but not body fat) the lower the blood alcohol concentration from a given amount of alcohol.

3. Presence of food in the stomach. Eating while drinking retards the absorption of alcohol, especially in the form of spirits or wine. If alcohol is taken with a substantial meal, peak blood alcohol concentrations may be reduced by as much as 50%.

4. Drinking history and body chemistry. Individuals with a long history of drinking develop "tolerance" and require far more alcohol to get drunk than an inexperienced drinker. Each person has an individual pattern of physiological functioning which may affect his reactions to alcohol.

5. Type of beverage. In all the major alcoholic beverages—beer, table wines, cocktail or dessert wines, liqueurs or cordials, and distilled spirits—the significant ingredient in identical alcohol. In addition, these beverages contain other chemical constituents. Some come from the original grains, grapes, and other fruits. Others are produced during the chemical processes of fermentation, distillation, or storage. Some are added as flavoring or coloring. These nonalcoholic "contributions" contribute to the effects of certain beverages, either directly affecting the body, or affecting the rates at which alcohol is absorbed into the blood and oxidized.

Diluting an alcoholic beverage with another liquid, such as water, helps to slow absorption, but mixing with carbonated mixers can increase the absorption rate.

The rate at which alcohol is absorbed into the bloodstream, as the liver metabolizes it, and oxidizes it helps to slow absorption, but mixing with carbonated mixers can increase the absorption rate.

The reports that have come forward are rumors, or at least news items. Not everyone has heard the story. Everyone seems to have his own story. And their families. And their friends, and their employers, and maybe even strangers on the highways. And you.

How can some people drink so much and never seem drunk?

How can I tell if I have a drinking problem?

How can people drink so much and never seem drunk?

In most cases, the answer is practical. They drink so much and so often that their bodies develop a tolerance for alcohol. Don't envy the person who can drink a lot and not show it—the chances are that person is becoming dependent on alcohol.

How can I tell if I have a drinking problem?

There is no simple answer. But here are some warning signs to look for. If your personality changes when you are drinking (for example, if you are usually shy, but become aggressive when you drink), that's a sign of potential trouble. If you get drunk frequently, that is surely a sign. If your drinking ever creates problems at home or work—or if it has become an important part of your everyday life—those are some of the signs that indicate you may have a serious drinking problem.

Campaign workshop

Continued from Page 3

a happy medium in which the positive aspects of one's personality and involvement are voiced impressively to the interviewer.

Miss Coffey then went on to explain that it is necessary to do research to secure a good job. Through talking to people, asking for information, acquiring newsletters and contacting your Chamber of Commerce, an atmosphere of familiarity with a specific company can be created. Coffey stressed that "the hit or miss, at random approach, wastes time and money!" Students should instead spend time in the library doing research. Also, becoming a customer of a certain company helps to better acquaint oneself with the establishment.

He returned briefly to the Chamber Club in 1953, but left the group prior to the merge with the Greater Providence Chamber of Commerce to become a school administrator. He was a member of the House of Delegates of the National Chamber of Commerce and was also elected President of St. Stephen's Priory, the Dominican House of Philosophy in Dover, MA.

E & J PIZZA

600 Douglas Ave.

February Special

Small Free Grinder
(all except Roast Beef & Steak)
with $10 purchase
(sodas not included)

10% delivery charge on each item to be delivered

Delivery to PC
everyday
4:30 pm - 1:00 am
751-2251 751-2064
This Friday Night—The Group You’ve Been Waiting For

J. Geils Band
With their new hit single—“Come Back”
Alumni Hall—8:00 pm—Tickets: $8.00 w/PC ID
$9.50 general public

(A Concert Committee presentation in association with Don Law) Very Few Left!

Nightclub Night II

Featuring comedian A. Whitney Brown & The Brothers Karamazov
This Saturday, February 23
’64 Hall—9 pm

Presented by the Social Committee

TONIGHT — ’64 HALL

Fine Arts Committee presents
An Evening of Jazz

Rose Weaver & The Greg Wardson Trio
8 pm

TRAVEL COMMITTEE
Bus Trip to Hartford

“The Deerhunter” has been changed from this Saturday, Feb. 24 to a later date this semester. Watch the Cowl for a new date and time.

“The Best in PC Entertainment”
Gavitt speaks out on Olympics, Big East

By Bob Walsh

Dave Gavitt, director of athletics for Providence College and the 1980 United States Olympic basketball coach, spoke to Mrs. Phyllis Roark's Business Communications class last Friday afternoon. Mr. Gavitt spoke to the class about the Olympics, the Big East conference and his duties as Director of Athletics.

"About the Olympics, I can tell you about the preparations but about the participation, maybe we should get Jimmy Carter in here to tell you about that," quipped Gavitt, referring to the still uncertain issue of a boycott of the Moscow Olympics.

"I feel the Olympics should be free of politics. It would be disastrous for our athletes if we don't compete, particularly for the track and field competitors and the swimmers. The basketball players could all go on to the NBA but they would all say that the Olympics would be a big thing." Gavitt conceded that he could understand how the Olympic games had become wrapped up in politics. "Missing the Olympics will be a sacrifice for our athletes but then again it is pretty tough being a dead Afghan because you just get run over by a Russian tank."

"I have found that working with the Olympic organization has been one of the most frustrating experiences of my life. The games are very well organized but poorly run," explained Gavitt. He feels that this is mostly due to the meddlesomeness of the bureaucrats in charge.

Much of Mr. Gavitt's talk dealt with the business aspects of his jobs as Commissioner of the Big East and Director of Athletics at PC. "I'm spending more time now doing things that athletic directors never dreamed of fifteen years ago. Due to the increasing complexity of the finances involved with intercollegiate athletics, athletic directors are spending increasing amounts of time making sure that their revenues are kept up and their budgets aren't cut."

"Providence College is one of the two non-football schools in the country whose revenues from ticket sales and media contracts exceed our athletic expenditures," claimed Gavitt. These revenues go into the general fund of the college and then the Athletic department applies for its budget like any other department. Promotion of ticket sales and radio and television contracts are his major business activities. Gavitt said that the switching of the Friar basketball television contract from WJAR to WPRI was strictly a business deal. "WJAR knew that we had the relationship with Chris Clark and the money is very flattering but I'm not interested in the lifestyle. Fifty-two games a year is just too many," said Gavitt.

"I do miss the coaching and the daily contact with students. I spend too much time downtown doing everything other than rowing or coaching."

"I have found that working with the Olympic organization has been one of the most frustrating experiences of my life. The games are very well organized but poorly run," explained Gavitt. He feels that this is mostly due to the meddlesomeness of the bureaucrats in charge. Gavitt said that the switching of the Friar basketball television contract from WJAR to WPRI was strictly a business deal. "WJAR knew that we had the relationship with Chris Clark and the New York Knicks. "The money is very flattering but I'm not interested in the lifestyle. Fifty-two games a year is just too many," said Gavitt.

"I do miss the coaching and the daily contact with students. I spend too much time downtown doing everything other than rowing or coaching."

Gavitt, shown here doing a Big East telecast, feels that dealing with Olympic organization has been frustrating.

Off-Campus Resident Organization

Chairperson, Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary


Must have two semesters on campus and reside on campus through the entire term.

Nominations: Today thru Friday, Feb. 22, at 4:00 p.m. in the Congress Office.

Election: Thursday, February 28

(must have a 2.0 cum)

Medical School in Italy

We offer complete services for admission including: processing documents and required language and cultural courses.

Call or Write:
Italian Cultural Studies Assoc.
225 Broadway Street
Providence, R.I. 02903
401-831-7335
Friars fall to 11-13

Continued from Page 12

Hunger was the stand out Friar, scoring 17 points and snatching 14 rebounds in addition to her 18 points in the game from two steals. Scott also had 17 and Williams ended up with 16. Bill Fields was a defensive ace and a scoring ace was held scoreless throughout. Rhode Island was led by a former Oxford, 17, Phil Kryd, 14, and Roland Houston, 10. Although both teams were tough losses for the Friars, neither could connect to the mercy of a 57-55 loss to the Eagles of Boston College. After trailing by as many as ten, the Black and White came back to tie the game and in the final seconds, sent a desperation shot to win the game in the final seconds. As has been the case all year, they just didn't get the breaks and wound up losing again. The final shot was missed and Jim Sweeney put the game away for the Eagles with two free throws with no time remaining. Jerry Scott had reached in and fouled the BC captain while time was running out in the tie game.

The Lady Pucksters dump Cornell, 8-3

By John Brandolino

The Lady Friars increased their firm hold on the E.A.I.A.W. second-place position with two weekend victories as they devasta­ ted Cornell, 8-3, and Cortland, 6-0. The Big Red of Cornell are currently in third place, trailing New Hampshire only the team to defeat the Friars so far this season, are currently in the number one position.

Against the Big Red, it wasn't, as a close game as expected. Cornell goalie Sarah Mott stopped a Connie Richer breakaway a few seconds into the game, but that was to be the least of her troubles. A very disorganized Cornell defense could do nothing against the Lady Friars attack and Richer and Mott was kept busy. A very organized and well-timed period, a desperate attempt by a Red player to clear the puck resulted in a Friar goal. Lisa

The following companies/graduate schools will be available for general sign-up in the Counseling and Career Planning Center on Thursday, February 21, 1980. March will be the last month of active on-campus recruiting at PC for this year.

NO LOTTERY (First come, first serve).

John Hancock Life Insurance
Metropolitan Life Insurance
North Western Mutual Insurance
Katherine Gibbs School

The Lottery for the following companies will be held Friday, February 29, 1980.

National Cash Register
McNeil Consumer Products
Investors Diversified
Motorola Corp.
F. W. Woolworth
Aetna Life & Casualty
Financial Services Associates

HAVE YOU USED YOUR FIRST CHOICE OPTION? LAST CHANCE!!

Trecy, Dillon win at Big East, Amato named Coach of the Year

By Kevin Burke

The indoor track team here at Providence College consists of those athletes who receive the least amount of publicity, which is exactly how they like it. Coach Amato, a hall of fame coach, a hop, skip and a jump over to Schneider Arena to watch a hop, skip, and a jump and merely a bus ride downtown to catch a hoop game. But try following a trend that travels weekends to such localities as Hanover, N.H.; Princeton, N.J.; or Syracuse, N.Y. You'll find that the only specials are those who are running the stop watches. It is unrealistic to expect such fan

scoring with 12, followed by Tucker's 11 and Hunger and Scott with 10 each. Providence will need all the scoring possible next Saturday as they close out the season against St. John's. This is the third nationally ranked team they will meet in February alone, providing a tough finale to a very tough schedule.

The 3000 meter race sported a field of runners with no star power. PC's Dan Dillon, who won the race with a time of 8:10. Sorely Brandon Quant followed Dillon to the tape, good enough for a second place in a time of 8:18. Paul Malone finished a creditable eighth with an 8:47 clocking. But the Friar's first two qualified earlier this year to run the 10,000 meter, the marquee event of the Summer Olympic Games. His second place for Providence for a PC win places him up there among the 10,000 meter racers in the county.

Friar track coach Bob Amato was named last week as the 1979 Rhode Island Coach of the Year at Words Unlimited, the state's organization of sportswriters and sportscasters.

"Winning this prestigious award is one of my biggest thrills," said Amato, "I thought could never happen, especially in a cross-country and track coach."

Amato has been one of the most successful coaches in PC history and one of the winningest track coaches in the East. His cross-country teams have won six straight New England championships and have won 60 dual meets in a row, a string stretching back to November, 1973.

Amato was honored at the Words Unlimited Awards dinner, February 25.

As a result of the Cornell blasting, Providence coach Tom Palamara picked up his 50th career win as the Lady Friars' Coach Palamara deserves a lot of credit for his contributions in the organization and success of the Lady Friar team.

Pucksters nip Terriers, 32

Continued from Page 12 at BU at Walter Brown Arena. The first period was scoreless until 10:27 when Mark Filder was called back as the whistle had been blown. Thus the first five minutes, most of the play was in the Friars end. For the last 15 minutes of the period, most of the play was in the Friars end. The Friars were up to the task. With 15 seconds left an apparent goal by Mark Filder was called back as the whistle had been blown. Thus PC's playback chances for home ice keep improving while BU's chances for any playoff chances falling by the ways.
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**Pucksters go on road, bring home two wins**

By Ron Picone

On February 14, The Providence College Friars took their second win of the year over the URI WRams and blasted the Lady Huskies of UConn in upping their winning streak to six. The Friars had opened a 26-13 lead in the first half and put points on the scoreboard at last. The defense as well as the offense was clicking for the Lady Friars last Saturday night in Alumni Hall. Six of the nine Lady Huskies who put points on the board for UConn only netted two points apiece. The URI game was a different story altogether. The Lady Friars struggled to come from behind the most of the second half and it took a nine point surge in the final four minutes to clinch the win for the Lady Friars. Andy Brickley made the score 4-0 at the 10:44 mark, New Hampshire's shot beat Fiske to the net. By the 8:03 mark, New Hampshire's Rens Zantzi made matters even worse for URI, as he deposited the third Wildcat goal of the night, although still just the first period, URI was smothered in defense as well. The Friars proved to be dominant over the second half. The offense they had was hot for the Friars, scoring 19 points in gaining revenge with a 74-58 victory. The final score does no justice to the 40 minutes of basketball played. PC enjoyed leads of as many as nine points in the first 14 minutes of action. Using the fast breaking Jerry Scott, the Friars answered many baskets with long full court passes which resulted in easy lay-ups. It was Scott and Williams who were hot for the Friars, scoring 19 of the Friars first 21 points. Defensive adjustments by Rhode Island coach Jack Kraft and a loosened up offense helped the Rams get their first lead of the game, 26-25. Williams answered with an awesome fast break slam dunk, beginning a see-saw conclusion to the first half in which the Rams secured a 48-46 lead. The second half was played as close as a PC game can be, tying the score twice but always leaving the Friars on top. Without John Nolin's heroics last Friday, as UNH was collecting 8 points in the final minutes, the Friars suffered from cold shooting, hitting only 9 of 22. This dismal second half shooting spelled their eventual doom. While Providence was held scoreless in the final two and a half minutes, the Rams built their four point lead to 10. See FALL, Page 11

**Frias play well in tough losses**

By Ed Buhl

The Providence College basketball team, while dropping their record to 11-13, played some of the finest basketball against tough opposition and bad breaks. In falling to Louisville, URI and Boston College, the Friars played very well but just couldn't complete their chances to come away with a win. Louisville was the second team to invade the Civic Center in a week and amid rumors of a boycott, the Friars presented themselves very well. They stayed right with the Cardinals with some hot shooting and scrappy defense. Louisville ace Darrell Griffith used his smooth outside jumper in combination with the inside muscle of inside 6-8 sophomores. The Cards just were not to URI coach Lou Lamoriello's favor as Wildcat Andy Brickley made the score 4-0 at 10:44. It was then that a change in goals was made by Lamoriello. Fiske was replaced by John Nolin, Nolin, a native of New Hampshire, stood up to the home-town crowd, as he stifled the Wildcats from then on. The University of New Hampshire had seen its last goal of the evening.

The second and third periods saw what appeared to be a totally different Friar team. They left their first period sloppiness back in the locker room, and were ready to account for their mistakes. An early break-away by Friar Denis Martin put the Friars in the lead. The second half was played just as close as a PC game can be, tying the score twice but always leaving the Friars on top. PC was able to remain close mostly with their bigger and stronger forwards. The Friars proved to be dominant over the second half. Although losing by 10, PC played with Louisville all the way. Out muscled, over matched and counted out, the Friars proved they have the determination and character to play with some of the top talent in the country. Going into the Civic Center as visitors against Rhode Island, PC fans looked back to the 74-58 romp of January 16. This game never got away from either team until the final two minutes when the Rams scored 12 unanswered points in gaining revenge with a 74-58 victory. The final score does no justice to the 40 minutes of basketball played. PC enjoyed leads of as many as nine points in the first 14 minutes of action. Using the fast breaking Jerry Scott, the Friars answered many baskets with long full court passes which resulted in easy lay-ups. It was Scott and Williams who were hot for the Friars, scoring 19 of the Friars first 21 points. Defensive adjustments by Rhode Island coach Jack Kraft and a loosened up offense helped the Rams get their first lead of the game, 26-25. Williams answered with an awesome fast break slam dunk, beginning a see-saw conclusion to the first half in which the Rams secured a 48-46 lead. The second half was played as close as a PC game can be, tying the score twice but always leaving the Friars on top. Without John Nolin's heroics last Friday, as UNH was collecting 8 points in the final minutes, the Friars suffered from cold shooting, hitting only 9 of 22. This dismal second half shooting spelled their eventual doom. While Providence was held scoreless in the final two and a half minutes, the Rams built their four point lead to 10. See FALL, Page 11